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Theories of episodic memory have proposed that individual

memory traces are linked together by a representation of

context that drifts slowly over time. Recent data challenge the

notion that contextual drift is always slow and passive. In

particular, changes in one’s external environment or internal

model induce discontinuities in memory that are reflected in

sudden changes in neural activity, suggesting that context can

shift abruptly. Furthermore, context change effects are

sensitive to top-down goals, suggesting that contextual drift

may be an active process. These findings call for revising

models of the role of context in memory, in order to account for

abrupt contextual shifts and the controllable nature of context

change.
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Introduction
Much of what we experience is transient. Yet, many of our

internal representations tend to show inertia, drifting

more gradually than our external environment. Slowly

drifting context can act as a bridge between more tran-

sient item representations. That is, if two items are

associated in memory to the same slowly changing con-

text, this provides an indirect route for one of those items

to activate the other [1]. This property has been captured

in computational models of temporal context [2–5], which

posit that gradual integration of sensory inputs creates a

slowly drifting context representation that can then be

linked to representations of individual items. These

models have been very successful in explaining psycho-

logical and neural data, but they have recently been
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challenged by data suggesting that mental context can

rapidly shift in response to both surprising events and

changing task demands. Below, we first review data

consistent with the context drift framework. Then, we

describe three lines of challenging findings, as well as

theories that have the potential to reconcile the ‘drifting’

and ‘shifting’ nature of mental context.

Evidence for slow, passive contextual drift
When freely recalling random lists of words, two

effects have been identified as particularly strong and

reliable — the recency effect and the contiguity

effect — both of which can be explained by a slowly

drifting mental context representation bound to items in

memory [2]. The recency effect, or the tendency to recall

end-of-list items especially well, can be explained by the

idea that context in the recall period is most similar to

context at the end (vs. beginning) of the list. The conti-

guity effect, or the tendency to transition in recall

between items that were close to each other at study,

can be explained by the idea that neighboring items from

the study period share context, and therefore prime each

other for recall. Neural data, particularly in the hippo-

campus, have also shown properties consistent with slow

and automatic drift. Hippocampal ‘time cells’ show grad-

ually changing activity patterns on the order of seconds

during unfilled delays even when the animal’s location is

fixed [6–9], consistent with automatic drift. Sensitivity to

longer timescales on the order of days to weeks has also

been observed in hippocampal place cells [10–12] and

independently of place coding [13,14]. This neural drift

may influence memory by enabling distinct events

encountered in close temporal proximity to be linked

according to the overlap in their neural activity profiles

[15]. Furthermore, the degree to which neural activity

patterns change across events has been associated with

memory for temporal order and distance [16–19]. Criti-

cally, this relationship has been observed in the same

regions that show slow drift [20��,21]. A link between

slow drift and spontaneous organization of memory was

recently established in an fMRI study that tracked lin-

gering activation of recently experienced items [22].

When neural activity associated with the previous item’s

category (celebrity, location, or object) persisted into the

current item’s encoding period, this led to items being

clustered at recall according to the previous item’s cate-

gory (as would be expected if this slowly drifting category

activity served to contextualize the current item’s mem-

ory trace).
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Challenging data: can context shift abruptly?
Recent work has challenged the notion that contextual

drift is always gradual. In particular, inducing abrupt

changes in stimulus features and/or task goals creates

separation in memory [19,23–25]. Similar effects can also

be observed with naturalistic stimuli such as written

stories or films, in which changes (‘event boundaries’)

occur at the narrative level (e.g., going from cooking a

meal to eating the meal) [26]. Event boundaries can exert

a sharp disruptive effect on memory, such that accessing

information across a boundary is impaired even when

controlling for the time elapsed [27–29]. Cognitively,

these findings have been explained in terms of the idea

that participants form situation models that describe the

properties of the event [30,31]. One’s currently active

situation model may be a particularly strong component

of mental context, and thus changes in that model may

serve as powerful context shifts.

Understanding how situation models might be imple-

mented in the brain has been a major focus of recent

work. Researchers have argued that a posterior medial

network (PMN), including the parahippocampal cortex,

retrosplenial cortex, and other regions of the default

network, integrates internal and external information in

order to represent the features of the current event [32].

This proposal is consistent with data showing that these

regions are capable of integrating information across long

time scales on the order of minutes [33] — an important

prerequisite for constructing models of events that unfold

at this time scale. This same network has been found to

represent information about specific movie scenes during

both movie viewing and memory recall, even across

individuals [34]. A key property of brain regions involved

in representing situation models is that neural patterns

should be relatively stable within a temporally extended

event and change abruptly at event boundaries. By fitting

a model with this property to movie-viewing fMRI data,

Baldassano and colleagues [35��] showed that regions in

the PMN are well-described by shifts between relatively

stable patterns, lasting on the order of minutes. The

‘shift’ moments identified in the PMN corresponded to

moments that human observers identified as event

boundaries, further suggesting that these regions are

sensitive to high-level event content. Interestingly, per-

ceptual regions tended to identify a larger number of

short events, presumably due to a greater sensitivity to

rapidly changing environmental features. In a different

study, the hippocampus was found to be sensitive to

narrative context at an even coarser level than the

PMN, separately representing two interleaved story lines

[36�]. Thus, the hippocampus and PMN may support

high-level structure, integrating within stable events and

rapidly shifting when a new situation is encountered.

Together with lower-level regions, multiple timescales

or hierarchies of event structure could be represented

simultaneously.
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Inferring change in the state of the world
How can computational models account for these sharp

shifts in mental context? Within the temporal context

framework, an abrupt increase in contextual drift rate can

explain boundary effects on memory [37], but what might

drive this increase? One possibility is that prediction

errors, or discrepancies between expected and actual

outcomes, generate event boundaries and ensuing con-

text shifts [38–40], consistent with evidence that predic-

tion errors can drive segmentation in learning [41,42].

According to a recent theory of latent cause inference,

people build up a library of statistical models of their

environment, and then infer which is the hidden, or

‘latent,’ cause of their current sensory observations

[43,44�,45,46]. Large prediction errors signal that the

current latent cause is no longer relevant (i.e., the situa-

tion has changed) and a new or stored latent cause should

be inferred. Figure 1 illustrates how this inference process

might shape mental context during a real-world situation:

a surprise party at work. The appearance of a birthday

cake during a meeting elicits a prediction error signaling

that work is no longer relevant; instead, the new latent

cause is a party.

One way prediction errors may influence memory is by

segmenting experience when the inferred latent cause is

updated, thereby reducing interference. In support of this

idea, Gershman and colleagues [47] found that old items

(simple line segments) were better remembered when

they were followed by a prediction error and therefore

‘separated’ from similar, interfering, items. Rouhani and

colleagues [48] further showed that large reward predic-

tion errors boosted performance on multiple memory

measures, consistent with the idea that prediction errors

led to increased segmentation and reduced interference.

By contrast, when changes are small and predictable, a

single latent cause is inferred and memories are more

malleable and susceptible to interference [49,50].

Neurally, the orbitofrontal cortex, which is sensitive to

unobservable states [51], has been shown to represent the

probability that each latent cause is currently active

during the inference process [52]. Thus, one intriguing

possibility is that the orbitofrontal cortex may draw on

memory representations from the hippocampus and tem-

porally extended situational information from the PMN

to represent the current context for goals and actions.

Goal-directed control of context
While latent cause models can account for abrupt context

shifts, they do not (in their most basic form) speak to the

strong influence of people’s goals on the extent to which

context lingers. For example, in much of the event

segmentation literature, participants are asked to indicate

when an event boundary occurs. This focus on detecting

changes is associated with substantial improvements in

memory performance [53,54,55�]. One potential explana-

tion for this improvement is that the task of segmenting
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Real world inference process and how it shapes mental context. While meeting with a colleague on a joint project, your mental context reflects a

‘work mode’ that allows you to generate appropriate predictions about what you expect to see (e.g., colleagues) and how you will interact with

them (e.g., as a research collaborator). When you see your colleague pull out a cake, this elicits a prediction error because this no longer meets

your ‘work mode’ expectations. Because there is still ambiguity about what the underlying situation is, you may need to sample a few more

observations (e.g., other party decorations like balloons, other non-work friends appear) before realizing that they are throwing you a surprise

party. This realization activates a new ‘party mode’ that generates new predictions and activates situationally relevant goals (e.g., the colleague

you had been working with is also a music expert who might have a perfect playlist for the occasion). Note this model assumes that only a single

‘mode’ can be active at a time.
events boosts one’s ability to notice changes (and thus

experience prediction errors), leading to an increased

number of inferred event boundaries, which reduce inter-

ference and enhance memory. In contrast, performing an

associative task with the goal of remembering the tem-

poral order of items might slow contextual drift so that

items can be better remembered together in sequence

[24]. In this case, hippocampal phase coding may support

within-context sequential binding [25]. When sensory

cues change abruptly but the memory goal stays the

same, the hippocampus and lateral prefrontal cortex

may help bind information that spans the change [56],

perhaps by maintaining a stable internal context [57].

Other internal goals may exert an even more dramatic

effect on contextual drift. For example, imagining oneself

in a different context or mentally transforming one’s

current context can reduce context-dependent forgetting
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[58]. This is consistent with the idea that the features of

context that organize memories may be largely internally

generated and controllable. One implication of this idea is

that rapidly shifting one’s mental context may be helpful

for intentional forgetting by reducing contextual match

between study and test. This view is supported by studies

using the list-method directed forgetting paradigm, in

which participants study two lists and are cued to forget or

remember the first list immediately after studying that

list. Sahakyan and Kelley [59] found that instructing

participants to forget the first list had similar behavioral

effects as instructing participants to change their mental

context between lists. A recent neuroimaging study

tested this idea more directly by interleaving words in

the first list with irrelevant scenes, an approach first used

by Gershman and colleagues [60] to tag and track context

with fMRI. When instructed to forget the first list, fMRI

activity associated with the scene context dropped, and
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2017, 17:1–6
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Figure 2
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Cued forgetting induces goal-directed shifts in neural context. In a list-method directed forgetting experiment, participants studied a list of words

(list A) with intermixed scenes, then they were cued to remember or forget list A, and then they studied a second list of words (list B) without

intermixed scenes. Lingering scene-related fMRI activation during list B (when scenes were not visible) was used to track persistence of the list A

context. Instructing participants to forget (vs. remember) list A led to reduced persistence of scene-related fMRI activation (left), suggesting that

participants deliberately shift their context in response to forget cues. The degree to which scene activation decreased in response to the forget

cue predicted subsequent forgetting of list A, operationalized as fewer recalled words from that list (right). Adapted from [61�] with permission.
the extent of that drop was related to participants’ subse-

quent failure to recall words from that list ([61�], Figure 2).

Like the context maintenance effects described above,

goal-directed forgetting has been associated with inter-

actions between the medial temporal lobes and the pre-

frontal cortex [62].

Conclusions and open questions
We have reviewed evidence that inferring changes in the

current situation and deliberately changing our mental

context have substantial effects on memory behavior and

the brain. We therefore suggest that — rather than being

a compulsory, passive and uncontrollable process — con-

textual drift can be slowed and speeded adaptively in the

service of achieving our goals. Indeed, it is possible that

the slow, steady drift observed in unstructured passive

encoding tasks is the result of an inference process over

arbitrary, unrelated stimuli. That is, when studying a list

of unrelated words, individual words might nudge your

sense of the composition of the list, but this won’t strongly

change the overall inference that you are ‘listening to a

list of random words’, so overall levels of contextual drift

will be slow and steady (compared, e.g., to a situation

where the word sequence suddenly switches from random

words to words that spell out a coherent story). Having

said this, it is important to note that drifting and shifting

contexts may exist simultaneously in the brain; there are

likely to be some contextual representations that drift
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2017, 17:1–6 
passively over time and persist across event boundaries

[22,56] and other contextual representations that are more

sensitive to the situation and thus more likely to shift

suddenly.

The main challenge, moving forward, is to develop a

mechanistic model that accounts for both the shifting and

drifting aspects of mental context. Latent cause models

are a promising way to account for sharp shifts in mental

context, but questions remain. For instance, Figure 1

depicts one latent cause switching to another, suggesting

that latent causes are mutually exclusive, but it seems

more reasonable to posit that multiple latent causes can

co-exist (i.e., you may continue to think about, or even

discuss work-related issues at the surprise party, making

both the ‘work’ and ‘party’ latent causes relevant).

From a statistical perspective, superposition of latent

causes is straightforward to model; in fact, existing latent

cause models infer a continuous probability distribution

over latent causes [43]. However, this superposition poses

challenging cognitive and neural questions. For example,

if multiple stored latent causes are relevant, they might

make different predictions about what will happen next.

How do we reconcile these predictions when they differ,

and might this difference influence how easy it is to keep

these causes simultaneously active? Also, if multiple

latent causes are active, how do we assign credit so that
www.sciencedirect.com
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we update the appropriate latent cause when new infor-

mation comes in? These issues intersect with the existing

literature on cognitive control, multitasking, and rein-

forcement learning [44�,52,63,64]. Drawing on this liter-

ature might provide useful insight into how latent cause

models could be implemented in the brain, and how they

interact with neural memory processes.
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